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All of us have from time to time recognized a
person or thing that does the job well and does not get the
accolades. The external load carrying devices used by the
Navy, Army and Marines are such products. You never
hear about them as long as they are functioning properly,
but if one fails, then it becomes news. Fortunately the
failures are very seldom.

U.S. NAVY
In 1899 the first significant replenishment operation

was performed when the U.S. Navy collier Marcellus, while
towing the USS Massachusetts, transferred coal to her. Since
that time many methods have been tried and abandoned.

In the late sixties or early seventies, the Navy started
to use Vertical Replenishment (VERTREP) along with
Underway Replenishment (UNREP). The difference being
UNREP required the 2 vessels to be underway side-by-side
at close proximity during the transfer of fuel, munitions,
supplies, and personnel using a rope and wire rope assembly
known as a High Line. Fueling at sea is still accomplished in
this manner. Helicopters carry out VERTREP. The ships may
be in close proximity or miles apart depending on the tactical
situation and amount of cargo being transferred.

Several types of hoisting slings are available in the fleet
today. The one most used is the Mk 105, sometimes called
the multi-leg pole pendant. It is approved for all types of
VERTREP loads up to 6,000 pounds. The Mk 105 consists
of two parts: the pendant and the legs. The pendant, made of
1-1/8” diameter double braided nylon rope is 12 feet in length
with an extruded polyurethane tube over the eyes on both
ends.

The tube is silicone impregnated. A six-foot PVC reach
tube encases the upper portion of the pendant and provides
the rigidity needed to place the upper eye over the helicopter
cargo hook. The legs are made of 15/16” diameter double
braided nylon, are 6 and 10 feet in length with a soft eye one
end and a positive closing  self-locking cargo hook at the
other end. Up to six legs may be attached to the lower pendant
eye by means of choker hitches. The SWL for a single leg is
4,000 pounds.

Since the development of the Mk 105 by Robert
(Bobby) Hutson of Ocean Products Research located in Diggs
Virginia, many tons of cargo has been safely moved from ship
to ship or ship to shore. Based on 2001 information, the
combination of ordnance transferred between ships during
VERTREP) per year using the Mk 105 equates to
approximately 1.3 million tons.

U.S. ARMY
Before the development of the helicopter the Army

moved troops, equipment, ammunition, and weapons by trucks.
As the helicopter developed, so did the slings. In the early 70s
nylon web slings were used  for external loads. There were
some problems in rigging that caused concern. A major
helicopter manufacturer had a contract to develop a sling
assembly that would be user friendly.

 The original consisted of pendant 25 feet eye to eye
with 4 legs approximately 20 feet in length. All the ropes were
of a soft spring rate double braid nylon construction. After a
study of the Israeli 6 Day War it was determined that a much
shorter sling assembly was desirable.

There were two engineers in AVRADCOM St. Louis,
Missouri that took on the task of developing the hardware and
fiber rope slings that would meet the requirements. The design
was a 4- leg sling with an Apex fitting at the top and chain grab
hooks on the end of each sling. To cover the wide range of
loads and helicopter capacities it was necessary to have two
sizes. The 25K sling assembly is 1-1/4” diameter double braid
nylon to CI 1310 with polyurethane protected eye each end 12
feet in length.     A 10K sling assembly is the same except the
rope is 7/8” diameter. Ocean Products Research in Diggs
Virginia made the initial design and prototypes.

After considerable flight-testing, the sling assemblies
made it into the system in the late 1970s. During the middle of
the 1980s, a couple of slings broke in flight, causing a great
deal of concern. The original projected life expectancy was
about five years. Some of the slings had been in use fifteen
years. A study was conducted to determine the residual strength
of slightly damaged and non-damaged slings, and determine a
method to judge retirement criteria.

Unsung Heroes

Continued on Page 2...
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Unraveling a Mystery
Bill Hagenbuch sent the following article from
National Geographic, September 2004 issue

Some of the cliff dwellings built by the Anasazi people
more than 700 years ago are so inaccessible that only rock
climbers using ropes can reach them. That’s what got a group
of climbing Anasazi buffs wondering: Did the ancients use
ropes too? And if so, how did they make them?

“I’m always amazed by the questions we
archaeologists don’t think to ask,” says University of Colorado
Anasazi expert Richard Wilshusen. “As far as I know, nobody
has ever studied this problem,” until now.

Remains of the Anasazi’s aeries dot the Four Corners,
where Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico meet.
Archaeologists have long known that the Anasazi used log
ladders (tree trunks with notched footholds) as well as hand-
and-toe trails (staircases carved into cliff faces with quartzite
stones) to gain access to the homes they built in natural
alcoves, many of them hundreds of feet up sandstone cliffs.

Yet climbers who’ve spent years navigating the cliffs
of Anasazi country, many dwellings seem unreachable by those
means alone.

Excavations have yielded samples of cord the Anasazi
produced for countless useful items, from sandals to rabbit
snares, using fibers from wild plants like yucca and dogbane,
and even human hair. Over the past several years Museum of
New Mexico archaeologist Eric Blinman has taught himself
to make yucca cordage that mirrors surviving Anasazi
examples, some of which are stout enough to qualify as rope.

But could such a cord have been used for climbing?
2003 winter Blinman spun two 30-foot lengths of yucca rope,
one a quarter-inch in diameter, the other three-eighths of an
inch. To test the thicker rope’s strength, Vaughn Hadenfeldt,
a wilderness guide based in Bluff, Utah, used it to climb a
precipice studded with dwellings in southeastern Utah. “It
handles a lot stiffer and more abrasive than nylon,” Hadenfeldt

reported. “I hung from it, even bounced up and down. I was
surprised how strong it felt.”

Hadenfeldt concluded that the natural-fiber rope
probably wouldn’t be strong enough to hold a climber’s fall.
“But I’d feel plenty safe hanging on it.”

The Anasazi-style ropes then went to the product-
testing lab of outdoor gear retailer REI in Kent, Washington,
where engineer Steve Nagode strained pieces of each
Blinman’s cords to its breaking point. On average, the thicker
rope segments broke at 456 pounds of strain, the thinner at
233 pounds.

That’s only about a fifth as strong as the high-tech
synthetic ropes used today. But these yucca ropes are
comparable in strength to the hemp and manila cordage
mountaineers used before the advent of Nylon ropes in the
1940’s.

If the Anasazi counted on ropes to help keep them
safe, as climbers do today, they took big risks: A 20-foot fall
would likely break the three-eights-inch rope Blinman crafted.
But the ancients may have used such cords to haul building
materials and other supplies or to assist less sure-footed
residents into their Cliffside homes. Even that would have
been scary, but as Blinman wryly notes, the Anasazi didn’t
have safety inspectors.

In Memoriam
Mel St. John

Most of you are aware that on Tuesday, January 4,
2005, Mel St. John passed away in a tragic car accident. Mel
was a kind, gentle man that was committed to his family,
profession, and his many volunteer efforts.

From his colleague and friend of many years, the
President of TMT Labs, Phil Gibson, “We were very fortunate
to have Mel as a part of our team for more than 15 years. His
friendly nature and positive outlook on life were apparent to
all he met, and his engineering talents were widely recognized.

His contributions to TMT’s success were many, and
his passing leaves a void that can never be fully filled. We
have all lost a true friend who will be sadly missed.”  Those
of us who had the pleasure and joy of working with Mel over
the years can only add a very sincere, “Thank you, Mel, for
all you have done.”

Unsung  Heroes
Continued from Page 1

The results were not conclusive as to retirement criteria, but
the average residual strength was in the 75 – 80% range.

The real test came during Desert Storm, with tons of
equipment, humvees, howitzers, rocket launchers etc. moved
quickly, safely and mostly at night during the advance in the
desert. There were not any rope sling failures during the entire
operation. These slings are still performing as well or better
during the Iraq campaign.
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IMPORTANT
EVENTS

Cordage Institute
85th Annual Conference

April 27-30, 2005
Hyatt Regency

San Antonio, TX

Offshore Technology Conference
May 2-5, 2005
Reliant Center
Houston, TX

INVISTA Expands Nylon 6,6
Airbag Capacity in Kingston,

Ontario, Canada
INVISTA Performance Fibers announced today its

intent to increase supply of super high tenacity, low decitex
per filament (dpf) yarns used in automotive airbags by 5 kilotons
in Kingston, Ontario (Canada). Capacity expansion is
expected to be complete by early 2006 and will help meet the
growing demand for side curtain airbags.

“I am delighted to be able to share our intent to
increase capacity at the world’s largest airbag yarn
manufacturing facility in Kingston,” said Jeff Brown,
INVISTA’s airbag business director.

“The automotive industry’s commitment to further
enhance occupant safety through implementation of side
airbags will drive additional demand over the next few years
for our advanced nylon fibers. The new assets will focus on
manufacturing the latest generation of fine dpf, high tenacity
yarns which are particularly suited to this application.”

“INVISTA is committed to supporting the future
growth of the airbag business and maintaining our global
leadership position in this market. Other expansions are
currently under consideration to satisfy the growing demand
for airbag fibers around the world,” added Dave Trerotola,
president, INVISTA Performance and Textile Fibers.

  More information on INVISTA can be found at
www.INVISTA.com.

                      WALTER PAUL, PH.D
       CONSULTING IN DESIGN AND USE OF

    FIBER ROPE    WIRE ROPE
    E-M AND E-O-M CABLE        REINFORCED RUBBER HOSE

                                  ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
                                          EXPERT WITNESS

    170 Siders Pond Road           Phone/Fax: 508-540-4697
    Falmouth MA 02540              E-Mail:  wpaul@cape.com

Offshore Technology
Conference

May 2-5, 2005
 OTC.05 A Sea of Resources and Ocean of

Knowledge, begins Monday May 2, 2005  in the Reliant Center
in  Houston Texas.  Advance registration by  April 15, 2005
available on line.  Visit www.otcnet.org/2005 to download a
registration form or to register on line. You can call
972.952.9494 to be sent a form.  A four day pass is $85.00 for
members, $130.00 for non-members. One day pass is $60.00
and $95.00.

To ensure a secure conference, photo identification
(passport or driver’s license) will be required. Badges for all
international registrations and those U.S. registrations
received after April 1, 2005 will be available for pickup on
site beginning on Monday, May 2, 2005 at Reliant Center.
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Highlights from the Cordage
Institute Winter Technical

Committee Meeting
The Cordage Institute’s Winter Technical Committee

Meeting was held at the Embassy Suites Atlanta  Airport
Hotel, January 17-18, 2005.

The following task groups met: Roundslings, Five-
Year Review, Reduced Recoil Risk Rope, and the Technical
Manual Task Group.

There were 27 attendees for the work group
sessions. A new procedure was tried with the Technical
Manual Task Group as they reviewed Chapter 13 Fiber Rope
Slings. The updated version provided by Hank McKenna
was projected on screen. Pete Lance inserted changes,
corrections and comments during the discussion. The result
was a chapter reviewed and ready for ballot, completed with
good participation.

There were 29 attendees at the committee meeting
on Tuesday.  Mr. Craig Henderson with the FBI crime lab in
Quantico, Virginia gave a very interesting presentation on
the method of identifying, fibers, knots, and cords that have
been used in the commission of crime. Mr. Henderson has
called and requested help on various occasions in identifying
type and possible source of cords.

Roundsling Task Group:  Dennis St. Germain
reported that there was a 47% return on the October ballot,
including 8 affirmative with comments and 2 negative ballots.
The sub-committee incorporated changes into the document
to address the comments. A second internal ballot will be
sent.

Standards up for Five-YearReview Task Group:
Dave O’Neal reported that he was awaiting information from
Dave Mercer (previous sub-committee chair) on the status
of CI 1303 Nylon (polyamide) 3 and 8 Strand. It will be
ready for internal ballot after a minor change to address a
negative comment from the last ballot. Mr. O’Neal
recommended that CI 1303 and CI 1201 Fiber Rope Standard
be sent out for ballot. The next round of balloting will be CI
1301 Polypropylene 3 & 8 Strand, CI 1308 Manila 3-Strand,
CI 1309 Sisal 3-Strand.

Doug Jacques reported that CI 1601 Nylon Twine
and CI 1620 Synthetic Polyolefin Agriculture Twine are ready
to go out for internal ballot.

Reduced Recoil Risk Rope Test Method CI 1502:
Elizabeth Huntley said that information previously in 1502
has been moved to CI 1500 Test Methods for Fiber Rope.
The changes to CI 1500 will be balloted along with CI 1502.

Hardness Values CI 1203 and Hardness Test Method
CI 1501 were originally developed when the government was
considering using Cordage Institute Standards to replace Mil-
Specs. The Navy and DISC are to be contacted to determine
if these are still required.

Elizabeth Huntley announced that Bill Fronzaglia
was elected Vice-Chair of the Technical Committee and will
assume Chair after the next Annual Conference.

It was also announced that there will be only 3
Technical Committee meetings per year, with one taking place
at the Annual Conference. The Summer 2005 meeting will
be held in Philadelphia. A Tuesday/Wednesday schedule was
suggested.

It was recommended that the Institute attempt to
avoid other industry meetings when planning Technical
Committee meetings. Committee members are asked to alert
the Institute office of any upcoming meetings so that conflicts
can be avoided as much as possible.

The next meeting of the Technical Committee will
be held  April 28, 2005 at the Hyatt Regency in San Antonio,
Texas.

DSM Increases
Dyneema Production

      DSM announced that in view of increasing customer
demand, it will invest over US $50 million to build a new
fiber line in Greenville, North Carolina and boost production
in Heerlen (The Netherlands) by 10%.

   The new Greenville line will increase U.S. Fiber
production capacity by more than 50%.  This is the fifth
expansion in Dyneema fiber capacity since 2001 and the
third in Greenville since 2003.  By adding the extra line in
the U.S., DSM Dyneema will become the largest
manufacturer of HPPE fiber on U.S. soil.

DSM Dyneema expects to complete the new line in
the third quarter of 2006.  With this expansion, the total
global Dyneema capacity will rise to 2.5 times by 2006,
compared to installed capacity in 2000.

“Global demand for our high performance material
has shown a very strong and steady growth,” says Peter
Elverding, Chairman of DSM’s Managing Board.
Christophe Dardel, Director and General Manager of DSM
Dyneema adds, “This investment will enable us to meet
the increasing demands of our worldwide customers.”
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Pocket Guide Provides
Inspection and Retirement

Criteria For Fiber Rope
The new International Guideline CI 2001,

developed by the Cordage Institute to provide inspection and
retirement criteria for fiber rope, is now available in pocket
book size.  It provides all the information needed to inspect,
evaluate and determine retirement criteria for used fiber
ropes.

The guideline contains 60+ pages of detailed
information including information for rope logs and record-
keeping for details on inspection and evaluation procedures.
There are unique assessment tables that describe damage
conditions and indicate type of action to be taken.

It is reported to be the most extensive document
available for rope inspection and is expected to be an
important tool for enhancing rope durability, improving the
safe use of rope by identifying when a rope needs to be
replaced.

The price is $35 plus shipping.  A 10% discount is
available for the purchase of 20 or more  books and a 20%
discount is available for the purchase of 50 or more books.

Orders should be sent to the Cordage Institute via
Fax: 610-971-4859 or E-mail: info@ropecord.com.

Who Makes What?
Who Does What?

In Cordage, Rope Twine &
Netting, check the

Cordage Institute Web Site -
www.ropecord.com

Two Ways to Really
Know the Ropes!

The Fiber Rope Technical Information
Manual
Over 100 pages of technical information
about cordage and rope in one place. The
manual includes basic rope properties, safe
use, rope fibers, storage, handling, design
factors and working load limits. It also covers
constructions, testing methods, elongation,
abrasion, fatigue, D/d ratios, block and
tackle, slings, cargo  securement, fiber
identification, rope inspection and a glossary.
US$35.00 plus shipping.

Splicing Handbook, 2nd Edition
The most complete book on splicing with
112 pages of instructions for 23 splices,
including high-tech ropes, whipping,
seizing, quick and easy knots and splicing
tools. Has 167 illustrations.
US$18.00 plus shipping.

 American Express, MasterCard, Visa
Order from the Cordage Institute
 Tel: 610-971-4854; Fax: 610-971-4859
 E-mail: info@ropecord.com

FIBER ROPE
TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
AND
APPLICATION
MANUAL

CIB 1.4          9701

The Cordage Institute
Technical Information Service

Gulf of Mexico Shipwrecks
A team of scientists representing the federal

government, academia and the oil industry is set to begin a
$1.2 million study of World War II shipwrecks in the deep
waters of the Gulf of Mexico.

The research mission will encompass
archeological, historical and biological aspects to answer
questions about some of the least-studied areas of the
Gulf.

The study will take 18 days. A Remotely
Operated Vehicle (ROV) will be employed to explore
selected shipwrecks.

Some of the questions at issue include whether
manmade structures can function well as artificial reefs in
deepwater and what effect such structures have on the
environment and visa versa.

The findings are expected to have implications for
the thousands of oil and gas platforms at work in the gulf.
The 11 partners in the study include Houston-based
Sonsub, Inc, which will provide the ROV; the U.S.
Minerals Management Service; and the National
Atmospheric Administration.
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Knots & Notes
Gulf Deepwater Sees Major Advance

in 2004 - Records Set
Emphasizing the major expansion of the oil and gas

industry in deepwater Gulf of Mexico, the Minerals
Management Service announces that there were 14 new
deepwater startups and 12 new deepwater discoveries in 2004.
According to Chris Oynes, Gulf of Mexico Regional Director,
“These 14 new startups and 12 new discoveries show once
again that the Gulf of Mexico is alive and well, helping America
meet her energy needs. This tenth year of sustained expansion
of deepwater production adds further to the success of previous
years.” Rigzone 1/31/2005.

Friends Don’t Let Friends Boat Drunk
The US Coast Guard has commissioned a national

study of boating while under the influence of alcohol in an
attempt to gauge how widespread the problem actually is.
The new Boating Under The Influence (BUI) study will be
conducted by the Pacific Institute of Research and Evaluation.
This is part of the second phase of the US Coast Guard’s
national boating safety initiative, You’re in Command, which
was launched in 2003.

According to current USCG statistics, 31 percent of
recreational boating fatalities in 2003 involved alcohol. In other
words 218 people have died in just one year because they or
the boat operator was intoxicated.

“If boaters accepted personal responsibility for their
actions (and the actions of their passengers) they would not
drink and boat,” says a press release issued by the US Coast
Guard Office of Boating Safety. “They would understand that
operating a boat under the influence is dangerous, more
dangerous than driving a car while intoxicated.”
IBI Magazine 2/1/2005

Be A Good Parent, Buy A Boat
Survey: Boating kids are healthier kids. Children who

go boating are physically and psychologically healthier than
those who don’t, according to a survey conducted by Impulse
Research Corp. for the National Marine Manufacturers
Association.

The online survey was conducted with a random
sample of 1,004 parents-half of whom have children who boat
regularly and half who don’t. Seventy-one percent of families
who boat responding to the survey reported having healthy

children, compared to 61 percent of non-boating families.
In addition to physical benefits, active involvement in

boating seems to play a role in psychological and social
development of children, the survey indicates. Nearly two-
third of responding boaters (63 percent) indicated their children
are team players, compared to 53 percent of non-boaters, and
tend to be more optimistic and self confident (52 percent
compared to 43 percent). Trade Only Today Publications
1/27/2005

Samson Awarded CLASSNK
Certification for AMSTEEL®-Blue

Samson the largest worldwide producer of
Dyneema® HMPE (High Modulus PolyEthylene), marine
ropes has been awarded ClassNK Certification for
Amsteel®-Blue; a high performance mooring line made
with Dyneema® SK-75 HMPE fiber. This is aprestigious
award and should greatly advance the continuing replace-
ment of wire rope vessel mooring lines with modern high
performance fiber rope.

With roots dating back to the late 1800’s, NK was
established in order to promote the regulation and develop-
ment of the shipping and shipbuilding industries in Japan.
Today it is recognized as a ship classification society
focused on many of the same principals it was founded
under. They have earned the reputation for being dedicated
to the safety of life and property at sea and environmental
protection with universally recognized standards.
Samson Press Release 2/22/205

Samson Enables MarAd to
“Lose Weight” and Save Money

Marine Transport Lines, in conjunction with The
Maritime Administration, awarded their competitive bid for
their Hurricane Storm Line requirement to Samson. Samson’s
Proton ® 8 was chosen to moor a fleet of six Ready Reserve
RO/RO vessels. This fleet of ships is permanently stationed
at the old Charleston, S.C. Naval Base, which consistently
puts them in the path of powerful Atlantic hurricanes. MarAd
required a mooring system that could withstand the rigors of a
Category 5 storm and Samson provided the solution.
Samson Press Release 1/5/2005
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One Stop Fiber Rope Source
• Reels • Cut Lengths • Fabrications
•Coatings • Splicing • Terminations

• Encapsulations • Hardware and Fittings
• Rope Inspection • Design and

Engineering
New Advanced Test Facilities

ASTM Certified to 707,000 lbs.
• CI 1500 Testing • Tension-Tension

Cycling
• Computer Data Generation
• Special Testing Protocols

Southwest Ocean Services, Inc.
5718 Armour Dr., Houston, TX 77020

Tel: 713-671-9101 • Fax: 713-671-2515
E-mail: dave@swos.net
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